PUBLICATIONS

Books (as author)

A Critical Introduction to International Refugee Law (in progress)

Recognising Refugees (in progress)

Joint Winner of the Odysseus Prize (2016)
This book entails a unique scholarly analysis of the interactions between EU and ECHR migration and refugee law, contrasting the roles of the two regional courts, the Court of Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg and the European Court of Human Rights (EChHR) in Strasbourg. It integrates doctrinal analysis, empirical observations, and normative argumentation on social membership, legal pluralism and legality into the EU context, developing a novel argument for the inclusion of migrants and refugees in EU law.


Geoff Gilbert (2017) International Journal of Refugee Law 193-196: ‘To write a monograph on migrants and refugees in Europe is challenging enough. To write it as the continent was facing the largest influx of forcibly displaced persons since the end of the Second World War and yet to still produce a classic study that is timeless in its thematic analysis reflects the insight and authority of the author…. Professor Costello’s work should be read by all lawyers, practitioners, and policymakers working in the areas of international refugee law, international human rights law, and European law.’

Endorsements include that it ‘grapples with three complex spheres of law - migration, human rights, and European Union and brings them into conversation with one another. [The] lucid and compelling analysis illuminates the state of the jurisprudence, the rapid evolution of the European legal order, and the underlying normative tensions at play.’ (Audrey Macklin, Professor and Chair in Human Rights Law, University of Toronto).

It is ‘[a] treasure trove of insights and ideas. It provides a critical, lucid and panoramic account of the evolving EU migration and asylum policy. Dr Costello unravels the complex interaction of overlapping human rights legal orders in this policy area and develops a thought-provoking pluralist approach. It is a very valuable source of authoritative analysis for scholars, students and practitioners.’ – (Dora Kostakopoulou, Professor of European Union Law, Warwick Law School).

Books (as editor and co-editor)


Journal Articles


3. ‘Race Discrimination Effaced at the ICJ’ AJIL Unbound (co-author Michelle Foster) (October 2021 in press).


14. ‘Human Rights & the Elusive Universal Subject: Immigration Detention under International Human Rights and EU Law’ (2012) 19 Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 257. (reprinted in Vincent Chetail (ed), International Law and Migration (Edward Elgar 2016). The collection brings together ‘seminal and classic articles that have influenced the development of research in a particular area of study.’)


**Chapters in Edited Volumes**


8. ‘The CEAS – Where did it all go wrong?’ (co-author Minos Mouzourakis) in Maria Fletcher, Ester Herlin Karnell and Claudio Matera (eds), *The European Union as an Area of Freedom, Security and Justice* (Routledge 2017), 263-299.


10. ‘Strategic Litigation to Vindicate the Rights of Refugees and Migrants: Pyrrhic Perils and Painstaking Progress’ in Ivana Bacik & Mary Rogan (eds), *Legal cases that changed Ireland* (Clarus Press, 2016).


